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•! 15h45: Cyril Proust, LNCMI, Toulouse 
Oscillations quantiques et magnéto-transport dans 

les cuprates 
•! Perspectives, conclusions, discussion. 

Cours: Phénoménologie de la phase 
supraconductrice des cuprates (suite) 

Séminaire (AG): 
Progrès théoriques récents  

(dichotomie noeud/antinoeuds, pseudo-gap) : 
extensions des méthodes de  

champ moyen dynamique (``cluster-DMFT'') 



I.  Energetics of SC transition in underdoped regime: 
strongly non-BCS  ! 

Key experiments: Groningen, ESPCI/Orsay   
Science, 295, 2239 (2002)  

EPL, 62, 568 (2003) 
PRB, 70, 134504 (2004)  

See also: Deutscher, Santander and Bontemps PRB 72, 092504 (2005) 
  van der Marel et al in ``Concepts in electron correlations’’ (2003); Carbone et al. PRB 74, 064510 (2006)  



Optical conductivity: sum-rules 
1) Metal in normal state [sketch on board] 

`Low-frequency’ peak: Drude weight (quasiparticles) 
`Intermediate’ frequencies: regime where 1-band model applies 
All frequencies: counts all electrons (valence+core) 
! f-sum rule: 

n: all electrons 
m: bare mass 

Partial sum-rule over range where 1-band applies: 

complex conductivity 

If simple TB with n.n hopping:   
! Kinetic energy 



Energy scales and wavenumbers… 

8000 cm-1 = 1 eV 



Note: simple Drude model is both instructive and misleading 

[No distinction between valence and core electrons] 
[Only structure is Drude peak] 



2) In the superconducting state 
No dissipative term  
for supercurrent ! 

Ferrell-Glover-Tinkham (FGT) sum-rule: 

- Total spectral weight is conserved. In usual BCS superconductors,  
sum-rule is saturated for ! > 4" 
- SC state conductivity always below N state one, difference is  
in #-function (condensate fraction) 



Experiments: testing sum-rules and energetics 

-! Need measurement of conductivity over wide frequency range 

-! High-precision 

-! Ellipsometry even better (both real and imaginary part) 

-! Condensed fraction deduced from 1/!2 behaviour of $1(!) in  
very-low frequency range (microwave) 



Total FGT sum-rule ? 

FGT sum-rule recovered in underdoped only if integration up to huge scale ~ 2-3 eV ! 

All plots from  
Santander et al. 
Deutscher et al. 



Low/Intermediate-frequency behaviour: 
non-BCS in UD 

OvD UD 



Partial frequency integrations (cutoff Wc) 

< 0 in BCS (kinetic energy loss !) ; >0 if kinetic energy GAIN by going SC   



UD: kinetic energy gain 
OvD: kinetic energy loss (and measurable !) 

BCS 



Theory ? 

•! Various contributions, see e.g : 
•! Kinetic energy loss in BCS vs. gain in BEC 
   for U<0 Hubbard model: 
   Toschi, Capone and Castellani, PRB (2006) 
   Kyung, A.G., Tremblay, PRB (2006) 

-! t-J model in cluster-DMFT: 
Carbone et al. PRB (2006) 

(and more…) 



II. Materials dependence of Tc (1): 
Influence of the number of layers 

•! General trend: Tc at optimal doping of given family  increases with 
the number n of layers (up to n=3, decreases for larger n) 

Example of Hg-based compounds: Hg-12(n-1)n, up to n=5 
Cf. review Antipov et al. Supercond.Sci.Tech. 15, R31 (2002)  



A theory of Tc 
cf. P.A.Lee et al. Rev Mod Phys (2006) Sec.V 

Main message: Both phase fluctuations AND creation of thermally 
excited (nodal) quasiparticles are important in determining Tc 

1- Phase fluctuations: 

- We have seen that the superfluid stiffness (and superfluid density) at T=0  
is reduced by the proximity to the Mott insulator, roughly proportionally to  
the number of doped holes 
-!In an n-layer material, the phases in each layer are strongly locked together  
by interlayer Josephson coupling, hence the n-layer should be considered  
as a single entity whose phase fluctuates ! multiplies by n effective stiffness !   

We expect a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition driven by  
unbinding of vortex-antivortex pairs. This happens when: 



2. Thermally excited quasiparticles 

We have seen that thermally excited (nodal) quasiparticles yield a  
depletion of Ks(T) depending linearly on T (with a slope ~ independent  
Of doping level) 

All this is confirmed by microwave measurements : 

Tc 

Actual Tc (74K) somewhat larger  
than BKT (60K) due to 3D ordering 

Underdoped Bi2212 – thin films 



Including the effect of QPs into the BKT criterion yields:  



Relationship to isotope effect 
-!No isotope effect on Tc observed for optimally doped YBCO7 

-! But significant isotope effect on ns/m* (why ?) 
-!- Isotope effcet on both quantities for underdoped (eg YPrBCO)  

Khasanov et al. J.Phys Cond Matt. 2004 



Why does Tc decrease in practice for n > 3 ? 
Doping becomes 
inhomogeneous: inner layers 
become underdoped 
Revealed by local probe such 
as NMR: 
cf. Trokiner et al. PRB 1991 
Bi2223; Tokunaga et al., JLTP 
1999, … 

OP:  
outer planes 
IP: 
Inner plane 



II. Materials dependence of Tc (2): 
Influence of next-nearest neighbor hopping t’/t and 

of coupling to `axial’ orbital ? 

Idea proposed by Pavarini et al. PRL 87, 047003 (2001): 
These materials have strong differences in ratio of n.n.n hopping to  
n.n hopping, r~t’/t, which in turn is traced to role of `axial orbital’  
(mix of Cu 4s and apical O d3z2-r2) 
[ See also for early remarks on importance of t’/t and apical oxygen:  
Raimondi et al. PRB 53, 8774 (1996)]   

Question: comparing materials with identical number of layers n,  
We see large variations in maximum Tc . Why ? 

Material LSCO Bi2201 Tl2201 Hg1201 
Tc 40 35 ~90 ~98 

e.g. single-layer materials: 



Large difference in calculated t’/t  
between LSCO and Hg1201 

Slide borrows from: 
O.K. Andersen, 2010 
private comm. 



Comparing Wannier functions: 

Slide borrows from: 
O.K. Andersen, 2010 
private comm. 



Role of `axial’ orbital in setting t’/t 

Slide borrows from:O.K. Andersen, 2010 
private comm. 



Slide borrows from:O.K. Andersen, 2010 
private comm. 



Hence, t’/t increases as apical oxygen is 
pulled out from the plane 

Pavarini et al. 
PRL 2001 



This trend also applies to n-layer materials 

Pavarini et al. 
PRL 2001 



Consistent with ARPES determination of t’/t 

Lee et al. (Shen’s group) 
ArXiv condmat 0606347 
Hg1201 



Also consistent with AMROs on Tl-single layer 

Slide borrows from:O.K. Andersen, 2010 
private comm. 



II. Materials dependence of Tc (3): 
influence of apical oxygen distance. 

[a somewhat confusing issue…] 

We have seen that, within the single-layer family, Tc appears to  
increase as apical oxygens are pulled out.  

However, beautiful recent STM experiments seem to suggest that  
in 2-layer Bi2212, the local (pseudo ?) gap scale increases  

as apical oxygens are driven closer to the plane ! 
Slezak et al. [Davis’group] PNAS 105, 3203 (2008)  

This experiment uses to its advantage a well-known `problem’  
of Bi2212: lattice mismatch between CuO2 planes and interplane 
Blocks, leading to lattice `supermodulation’   







``Pair density wave’’ 

From structural  
studies, the modulation  
has a known correlation  
to apical oxygen height   



Theoretical understanding: ? 

There have been various theoretical attempts at addressing these  
material-dependent aspects, but no widely accepted view yet I believe… 

See e.g. : 
-! Ohta et al. PRB 43 2968 (1991) 
-! Yang et al. PRB 76 100501(R) 2007 
-! Mori et al. PRL 101 247003 (2008) 
-! Kent et al. PRB 78 035132 (2008) 
and surely many others…    



Other structural aspects: pressure studies:  
Tc dependence on a-parameter 



III. What is the underlying (normal-state ?) 
`fermiology’ on which the SC state is built ? 

… the surprises of quantum oscillation 
experiments ! Cyril Proust’s seminar   


